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furnishes a ready method for ascertaining tl,e absolute weight of a 
cubic thor, a cubic inch, or any other given bulk of a substance, the 
specific gravity of which is known, Let the number 1000, represent 
the specific gravity, and it also represents the weight of a cub!c foot 
of water ; then lS568, which is the specific gravity of mercury~l~ also 
the weight in ounces, of a cubic foot, and this divided by 17 , the 
number of cubic inches in a cubic foot, will give the absolute weight, 
in ounces, ot'a cubic inch. All the numbers, in the preceding table, may 
therefore be considered as expressing the weight of a cubic/hot of the 
substances to which they are attached. 

What has already been said, will, to a certain extent, have pointed 
out the application of specific gravity, to practical use% and a com- 
plete detail cannot be attempted. I t  isnot tlleascertaining merely 
the value and purity of spMts, acids, saline solutions, and infusions, 
which demands a knowledge of their specific gravities ; their fitness 
for use, in numerous processes, in arts and matmfactures, can fre- 
quently be best judged of, by the same means. The uncertainty which 
the artisan supposes to be necessarily incident to a particular opera- 
tion, results from a difference in some of the circumstances attend- 
ing it, which may be detected, and with which, it is obviously his in- 
terest, to become acquainted ; among these circumstances, the'strength 
of his infusitms, antl of other fluids, hold no unimportant place. 

Irt timber of tim same kind, those pieces which have tile greatest 
specific gravity, arc superior, both in strength and durability, to those 
which are lighter. The nature and value of minerals may frequently 
be tletermil:ed by the same means ; so also may gems be distinguished 
from imitations of them, and the In'oportions in which metals have 
combined ia/brining alloys, may likewise fi'equently be thus ascer' 
tained. 

Clear ideas of many fanfiliar occurrences in the operations of nature, 
depend upon a knowledge of specific gravity. VChy some articles 
float in water, and others sink in it ; wt~y balloons rise, and smoke, 
and other vapour% ascend in the atmosphere, arc questions, the replies 
to which, must be sought in tiffs branch of science ; and when found, 
they will render these effects as simple and obvious, as the ascent of 
one seal% whel~ that~ at the other end of the beam, is more heavily 
loaded. 

On the difference of the objects embraced by ]lleehanical Philosophy 
and by Chc'mistry. By the EDrroa .  

Natural philosophy, taken in its full and proper acceptation, in- 
cludes both those great divisions of ~cience, which are nalned at the 
head of this article ; the term Natural Philosophy, is, however, most 
frequently used as synonymous with Mechanical Phitosoohv, to tide 
exclusion ot' Chenfistry ; (his has arisen fl-om the term Natut:iti Philo- 
so@~- havitw beetx familiarly used, before Chemist.rv had assumed a 
pl ; gas a s pat' t  bran h science. " 

The design of the present essay, i~ to give a distinct and :popular 
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view, of the objects embraced by these departments of knowledge, 
which, althoughVintima!ely connected, are also obviously distinguish- 
able from each other. I o attain the end proposed, we shall first g ive  
a definition of each, and afterwards attempt to render tlmseldefini~ 
lions, clear, by exemplifications. I t  is only to those who are already 
acquainted wfth a science, that its definition, alone, will convey anjr 
definite, and comprehensive ideas ; to other persons~ a few wel[cho- 
sen examples~ will be of much greater use, and it is for such that 
we write. 

Every chance, o which takes place in tile material world, must be 
accompamed by ~notion; fbr it is evident, that if all the masses~ and 
all the particles of matter s in the universe, were to retain their re- 
spective places, there could be no change, either in the nature, or in 
the situation, of those bodies of which it is cmnposed. To  ascertain 
the laws of motion, and to account for the chan~cs produced by it, 
are the objects of both Mechanical Philosophy, an~ Chemistry, but the 
kinds of motion of which they take cognizance, ddfer trom each 
other, and are governed by ditthrent laws. 

M~CHAXlC'aL Pm~.osoenv, is that branch of science which explains 
the chana'es in bodies that result from those sensible motions, which 
take plac°e in masses  of matter. 

Cm':MISTRV, is that branch of science which examines into those 

motion a m o  ~g t ~eir constit~ , thelnature . .  • . . ° f  bodies, which result from 

B y a  mecl]anical fbrce, or power, is intended that by which any 
portion of matter may be removed from one place to another, but 
which cannot produce any change in the nature of the body. Gravi- 
tation~ animal strength, and the matter of beat, are among those forces, 
which are perpetually acting in the operations of nature, and in the 
machines constructed by man. Cutting, breaking, and grinding, are 
some !of the numerous changes produced by mechanical force : but 
after they have been carried to the utmost, they effect no change ia 
the nature  of the substance subjected to their action, althoueh they 
may alter its shape and size, and remove it fi'om its place. St~pposc", 
for example, a piece of lime to be ground to powder; every particle 
of this powder, however minute, would still continue to be a particle 
of lime ; yet we know lime to be a compound body ; that is, we know 

• that articles of different natures, are combined together to form it ; 
but these articles are so united, that no mechanical force can sepa- 
rate them. ' rhe same reasoning would apply to wood, which is com- 
posed of several simple ingredients ; and in fine to substances, gene- 
rally. 

W e  have said that the motions which result fi'om mechanical force, 
take place in masses  of matter; by the term mass, we mean any sen- 
s ine  portion, however large, or however minute ; and even were it 
supposed to be so small, as not to be a sensible object, yet  if it was 
admitted to consist of two only of the smallest atoms in nature, it would 
still come under our idea of mass. Thus a mountain of limestone, or 
a particle of the same rock, so small as to ltoat in the atmosphere in 
the form of dust, are still bodies of the same nature, differing fl'Om 
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each other in size, alone. The motion in the air by which tire dust is 
wafted from place to place, or that commotion in the interior of the 
ea,'th by which tire mountain may be overthrown, are mechanical 
threes, aM their ettbcts are purely mechanical. 

Besides these changes in the size and shape of matter, or in the 
place, which it occupies, and which we witness in the operations of 
nature~ or see ~produced by the efforts of art, and are, in either 
case, elti~cted by forces which we estimate by weight and by velo- 
city, we constantly witness other changes in matter, which it is evi- 
dent must be governed by (litthrent laws, because we find that those 
laws which guided us in our calculations on mechanical changes, 
here lend us no aid~ when we attempt to apply them; these are 
changes in the nature e ta  body, and not merely in its tbrm, or place. 
We  frequently see one kind of matter" transmuted, as it wer% into 
another, and even sometimes seem to lose its very existence; these 
are the changes which are denominated chemical, and are the objects 
of investigation which behmg to chemical philosophy. 

What we mean by this transmutation, will he evident from a few 
exa.mples. A brightlfiece of iron, exposed to the action of ~ ic, and of 
mmsture, will gradually lose its metallic lustre ; its surface will as- 
sume a brown, earthy appearanc% which we call rust; by degrees this 
change will be i~ropagated through the whole substance el lhe metal, 
and titen it will not only have lost i'~s lustre, but its tenacilv wilt b~; 
destroyed, and a slight eflbrt only will be required to reduce it i,lto 
powder; it is in fact no hmger iron, but may as correctly be denomi- 
nated an earth, as a metal. Motion however must have taken place, or 
no alteration could have been produced. 

Front the same ground, nourished by the same water, and acted 
upon by the same atmosphere, grows a great variety of plants ; so,ne 
nutritious, others poismmus ; st) ne sa~)id and t dorous, others taste- 
less, and without smell, and in thct, ~otwithstanding their common 
m-igin, possessing a contrariety of propertie~, which might indicate. 
tI~e midst entice dissimilarity. It  is not in their commol(Oria'in alone 
Imwever, that theg resemble each other, for notwithstanding the dirt)f- 
ence of tl eir properties, they are, when sub.jetted t o  analvs s, a 1 
found to consist of the same essential ing'vedients; and wl[em they 
undergo the vegetable fermentatiotb and spontaneously decay, they 
all return again to the state of soil, or nlanure; which malmrt.', de- 
rives no peculiar prope,-ty f,'om the kind of plants from which it had 
been obtained. Some substanees~ we have said, seem to lose their 
existettce; our candles, and the articles used as fuel, justif)" this re- 
mark, in their combustion ; and although it nvav be pt.oved that not 
a particle of matter is lost, yet our tallow, out" coals, and our wood, 
no longer exist as such, but  have changed into air, and into u, tder, 
leaving only a small residuum of earthy matter Y(e mi,,ht ext~t d 
our catalogue of examples through all the substances which exist m 
the world ; for if compound, th@ are liable to decomposition, aml it" 
simple, tile 5- are capable:of uniting with other bodies, at;d of prod ucing 
new substances. These changes are all chemical, as indeed, is everr 
change, whether produced naturally, or by art. {~hich cannot be ac- 
counted for upon mechanical principles. 
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Every substance in  n a t u r e ,  m a %  t h e r e f o r e ,  b e c o m e  a n  object of i n -  
v e s t i g a { i o n ,  both to the mechanical and the chemical philosopher, and 
there is but little difficulty in dete,'mininz to whidl department of 
science, any change in mat/er belongs; or whether a man is engaged in 
a mechanic:al or a chemical art. I t  must be noticed, however, that the 
mechanical and the chemical powers, in a great number of instances, 
operate to~ether, anti thai, consequently, they must both of them bo 
considered:, in the explanation of many phenomena. 

We will now name a few of those arts which ace properly deno- 
minated chemical, and we persuttde ourselves, that we shall then 
have s~fid enough to render the distinction which we have been con.- 
sideriug, clear to every one. 

Bl'ewing. distilling, soap making, cnlour makino', dying, bleaching) 
cahco printing', varnish making, !he m'tnul ' lcturm~ o| pottecv, Mass 
makma', extracting metals from their ores, forming alloys, soldering~ 
plating; gild ~ on met't% vctitfing, tanning the makiuTg 'tnd puci(y- 
ll'lg' a vast ,  l t u m b e c  el: sal ne )¢~dtc.% s~ ch ;is Cellini(ill s tit, nit 'e, shim) 
copperas, blue vitvM, su.,:ac of lead, &c. &c. These are a few ()f the 
arts, denominated chemical: because in the practice of them, new sub- 
stances are wo(luced, clilthcil:g essentially in theic properties from 
those of the mater a s eml~ eye0, and therefore effecting changes not 
to be explained upon meehalfical pcinciptes. 

~Ve have now entered ut>on a subject which is no small favourite 
with us, and to which we have devoted much of our attention. I t  is 
probable, therefbre, that " T h e  Artisan '~ will rarely appear without 
bringin some intelli,,ence relative to chemistry~ with a view to ren- 
der its ~ang'uage, an(~ its tkcts, accessible to those who have a high in- 
terest in becoming fiimiliar with them. 

Mr. MARecs Bm.L has just published a new edition of 'CExperi- 
ments to detecufine the cohapar~tive quantities of heat evolved in the 
combustion of wood and coal," &c. which appeared in the 5th No. of 
our first volume. To this ~ew edition are prefixed some valuable 
preliminary remarks and estimates~ which we now present to our 
readers. 

l~reliminar~ Remarks, with observation8 and eslimates, tending to 
manfest the in~portance of the ~'ubject treated of in the ~s~'o N on 
.Fuel, ,~'e.~By MAItcus BVLL. 

From the acknowledged difficulty of obtaining rigid accuracy in 
researches, having for their object so subtle a principle as calorie ; I 
had antici ~ated thatob'ectio~s wouhl ~robabl be made a~ainstsome [ , J ' . 1 . Y ~ " 
pact of the apparatus employed m my experiments, tending to inva- 
lidate their results. 

Notwithstanding the severe examination to which my experiments 
have been subjected since their publication, the only objection urged 
against their accuracy, which may be considered as entitled to any 


